
FFriars Point Multi-use Developement
Friars Point multi-use development consisiting of Offices,,
Workshops apartments and duplex apartments.. The proposed 
Development sited on Friars point, barry, south wales is located
in an area of natural beauty and tranquility, the site design 
encompasses the surroundings with its planting of trees and shrubs
and minimised alteration to soft scaped areas within the grounds.
The site design and constThe site design and construction intends to minimise the 
developments impact on existing micro-habitats and surroundings
through the use of Permeable paving with Permavoid geocelular 
structure for retention and filtration of road pollutant runoff.
The building front on aproach is decorated with planting and 
the use of raised planters incorperating seating,.

Sustainability:
The development emphasis focuses on techniologies and design for minimised environmental impact incorperating the use of approximately 202 square metres of Photovoltaic solar pv’s and 102 solarleaf cells forming 
as part of the bioreactor facade developed by arup and site design featuring Marshalls permeable paving with polypipes permavoid medium duty geocellular drainage and filtration layer. Pitched roof elements are have a tilt 
of 20 degrees and face towards the south for maximised solar gainsto produce a large amount of electricity for the buidling in use and surplus to be fed back to the national grid,. The solarleaf facade is used for heating the 
bbuilding and the production of algal biomass for conversion fuel. The solarleaf facade take exhaust o2 from the buildings central boiler system and uses it in its production of Algae, pumping it at pressure through the 
soalrleaf panels, preventing Exhaust co2 from being discharged into the atmosphere significantly reducing the buildings carbon output. 
Site carparking area and in roads are constructed as self draining surfaces, The selfdraining paving and geocellular drainage with filtration layer work to significantly reduce the amount of road pollutant runoff 
in periods of hein periods of heavy rain to prevent detrimental efect from occuring to existing wildlife. the Geocellular drainage structure discharges fitler runoff into swales located alongside carparking area towards the coastline.
Swales here provide additional benefits of filtering properties and will aid th prevention of pollutant contamination into the surounding soils and further a field preventing any detrimental effects to rockpool culture.z
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Apartments feature large balconies looking towards the south
providing views of Friars point and the coast.. Reynaers HiFinity
sliding doors encapsulate the views bringing the outside in
providing vast amounts of natural light whilst the projecting 
balconies above act as almost as a large brise soleil, providing 
shading and prtoection from overheating and exposure.
The aThe apartments feature Ibstock internal brick clad matching 
brick slips with the buildings exterior ground and first floor
finish to tie the apartments in with the rest of the building and 
produce a strong visual within the interior.
The apartments are fited to a higend specification to achieve finishes
a modern contemporary appearance with ribust internal finishes.
With recent event it was crucuial to ensure the apartments make 
the occuthe occupants fel safe as such the Minimum fire resustance 
throughout the building for party walls and floor provide a
minimum of 90 minutes fire resisting period..

SIte boundaries are formed using soft landscaped areas and swales.
These soft boundaries provide the users and occupants of the site 
with the ability to freely walk friars point without feeling seperated 
ofr cutoff from the sites surroundings. Celebrating and embracing 
the nature of the developments seting.
The building appearance is brought closer to nature with the
incorperincorperation of the SOLARLEAF facade, laminated glazed elements
containing a nutrient rich water solution containing algae, of
which the content and density can be controlled for varied shades
of green, creating a visualy green and environmental statement which
ties the building in with the surrounding trees, shrubbery and grassed
lands.


